The Enormous Elephant
One sunny morning a little, white car was
driving down a dusty road. An elephant was
walking by the cheeky, white car. The huge
elephant pushed the little, white car into the
dam. The people in the car said,” HELP!
HELP!”
Madison

The Smash up
Yesterday a huge elephant was wandering on
a dusty track. Suddenly a white car was
trying to overtake the large elephant but
the large elephant turned around and tried
to sit on it. The driver screamed,
“HELP! HELP!”
Damein

The humungous Elephant
One day a humungous elephant was happily
walking down the road and a white car was
driving behind him. The large white car
suddenly tried to overtake the large
elephant. The huge elephant sat down on the
car. Then the big elephant pushed the white
car into the bushes. “ SHOO! SHOO! GET
AWAY!’ shouted the driver.
Shannon

The Angry Elephant
One sunny day a humungous elephant went
stomping down a dusty road. Suddenly a
sneaky, white car tried to overtake the large
elephant. Next the enormous elephant sat
and sat on the white car and the person in
the white car said,” HELP! HELP!’ Then the
big elephant decided to flip the white car
into the bushes.
Joshua T.

The cross Elephant
One spring morning a humungous, wrinkly
elephant was trotting along a sandy road.
Suddenly a cheeky, white car tried to sneak
passed the huge, grey elephant. Then the
elephant turned around and the large
elephant sat on the car. “Oh no!” said the
driver,” we’re not going to come here again.
The big elephant pushed the car into the
bank with his head. The white car landed on
it’s roof.

Ashley

The cross Elephant
One sunny morning an elephant stomped
down a dusty road and a cheeky driver tried
to overtake the elephant. The large elephant
sat on the white car. Then the elephant
decided to shove the car into the green
bushes. The elephant pushed the car right
into the bush.
Matty

The angry Elephant
One spring afternoon an elephant was
strolling down the dirty road. First a little,
white car was trying to overtake the huge
elephant. The humungous elephant whizzed
around and sat down on the car. Next the
driver of the car said,” SHOO.” Finally the
huge
elephant knelt down and pushed the
car into the green bushes. Last the car landed on its side.
Seth

A cross Elephant
One autumn morning a humungous elephant
was walking on a dusty road. Suddenly a little
car went to overtake but the elephant
stopped the little car.
“HELP! HELP!” screamed the driver. The
driver pushed the little car into the bushes.
“ Oh No! What can we do? “ said the driver.
Joshua S.

A cross Elephant
One sunny morning a humungous, grey elephant
was strolling down the dusty road. Then suddenly
a small, white car tried to overtake the
enormous elephant. Next the large elephant
decided to shove the small, white car off the
road. Finally the big elephant shoved the white
car into the green bushes.” HELP! HELP! “ said
the nervous driver. “ Oh No! “ said the driver,”
What am I going to do?”
Frank

The angry Elephant
One spring morning a huge elephant was
walking down a sandy road. First a little,
white car tried to overtake the humungous
elephant. Then the large elephant sat down
on the little white car. “ HELP! HELP! “
shouted the driver. Next the elephant
pushed the car on the green grass. Last the
little car was lying on its roof.
Lloyd

The angry Elephant
One sunny day a humungous elephant came
stomping down the road. The white car tried
overtaking the huge elephant. The large elephant pushed the car into the bushes.
“HELP! HELP!” The car was stuck.
Tarra

A cross Elephant
One spring morning there was an elephant
who was walking along the dusty road. Then
suddenly a car tried to overtake the elephant. Then after the elephant pushed the
car up the hill with its tusk. When the elephant pushed the car up the hill, the driver
said, “ HELP! HELP! HELP!”
Kaawyn

An angry Elephant
One sunny afternoon a huge elephant was
going down the dusty road. A cheeky driver
tried to overtake the elephant. Then the elephant turned around and hit the car. Then
the elephant decided to sit on the white car.
“HELP! HELP! “ The enormous elephant
pushed the car into the bushes.
Jack

The huge Elephant
On Monday the huge elephant walked down
the sandy road. First the little, white car
tried to overtake the large elephant. Then
the enormous elephant turned around. Next
the humungous elephant sat down on the
white car. “ HELP! HELP! “ Then the
humungous elephant pushed the car into the
green bushes.
Bree

The angry Elephant
One sunny, spring morning an enormous
elephant strolled down a dusty road. Then
suddenly a cheeky driver tried to pass the
enormous elephant. The elephant pushed
the car into the bushes and it landed on it’s
roof.
Indie

The car crash
Yesterday a large elephant was stomping down
the dusty road. A tiny, white car tried to overtake the huge elephant. But then the humungous
elephant turned around and saw the white car.
The elephant leaned on the tiny, white car. The
people in the car were scared. But the elephant
pushed the car into the bushes.
Sam

The angry Elephant
One sunny afternoon a huge elephant was walking
down a dusty road. A cheeky driver tried to
overtake the big elephant. Then the large
elephant turned around and leant on the car.
After he put his head down and shoved the car
into the bushes and the car landed on its roof
and the elephant walked away.
Alyssa

The angry elephant
One sunny day an elephant was crossing a
stony road. Suddenly a crazy driver was
driving behind the elephant. Then the huge
elephant sat on he car. Last the big elephant
bent down and shoved the car down the bank
and into the leaves.
Mara

The humungous elephant
One sunny afternoon a huge elephant was
walking along a path with cars behind him.
Soon the huge elephant was getting angry
and sat down on the car who was trying to
overtake him. Then the people were
screaming, “HELP! HELP!” Then the elephant
decided to throw it into the air and it fell on
its roof.
April

The angry elephant
First the elephant was walking down the
road. Then he saw a white car and the white
car overtook the elephant. Then the huge
elephant sat down on the little, tiny, white
car. The enormous elephant squashed the
little, white car.
Vera’Jane

